ACTIVISTS WANTED

The danger is real:

**Nuclear weapons can destroy civilization.**

On purpose or by accident.

No matter who bombs who, we’re all toast.

**GOOD NEWS:**

The majority of the world’s nations just united to adopt the **2017 United Nations TREATY on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons** …and then ICAN, the NGO that facilitated the Treaty, won the **2017 NOBEL PEACE PRIZE**

The USA hasn’t signed the Treaty yet. The US media aren’t talking about it. **But YOU have to power to implement the Treaty in the US** in cities, states, communities, and organizations in solidarity with the rest of the world. We can compel divestment, legislation, enforcement. Don’t stop until every nuclear weapon has been dismantled.

Let’s get going! **WORKSHOP FOR CAMPAIGNERS:**

**December 5, 2017 - 4:00pm to 6:30pm**

145 Integrated Science Building (ISB), UMass Amherst